List of Children’s Books on Disaster
(updated 10Jun2020)

Coping with Disaster
A Terrible Thing Happened (Margaret Holmes)
The Ant Hill Disaster (Julia Cook)
Tsunami: Helping Each Other (Ann Morris & Heidi Larson)

Disaster Preparedness
Can You Survive an Earthquake (Rachel Teresa Hanel)
Can You Survive in the Wilderness? (Matt Doeden)
Extreme Weather: Surviving Tornadoes, Sandstorms, Hailstorms, Blizzards,
How to Survive the Wild (Kenny Abdo)
I Can be a Superhero During a Lockdown (Rachel Tepfer Copeland)
I Escaped the California Camp Fire (Scott Peters)
I’m Not Scared…I’m Prepared (Julia Cook)
I Survived Hurricane Katrina, 2005 (Lauren Tarshis)
I Survived the Children’s Blizzard, 1888 (Lauren Tarshis)
I Survived the Destruction of Pompeii, AD 79 (Lauren Tarshis)
I Survived the Eruption of Mount St. Helens, 1980 (Lauren Tarshis)
I Survived the Japanese Tsunami, 2011 (Lauren Tarshis)
I Survived the San Francisco Earthquake, 1906 (Lauren Tarshis)
Surviving Cougar Mountain (Karl Steam)
Surviving Desert View (Karl Steam)
Surviving Horse Lake (Karl Steam)
Surviving Moose Lake (Karl Steam)
The Elephant in the Room: A Lockdown Story (Alicia Stenard)
The Lockdown Drill (Becky Coyle)
What Protects Us During Natural Disasters (Lisa Owings)

Disaster History
A History of Civilization in 50 Disasters (Gale Eaton)
Colorado’s Deadliest Flood (Darla Sue Dollman)
Disasters: Natural and Man-Made Catastrophes Through the Centuries (Brenda Guiberson)
Hurricane Katrina (Peter Benoit)
Hurricane Katrina and the Flooding of New Orleans: A Cause-and-Effect Investigation (Mary Pratt)
Hurricane Katrina - History Just Before You Were Born (Fletcher Finch)
Superstorm Sandy (Rachel Bailey)
The Superstorm Hurricane Sandy (Josh Gregory)
The Storm: Students of Biloxi, Mississippi Remember Hurricane Katrina (Barbara McGrath)
Total Devastation: The Story of Hurricane Katrina (Michael Burgan)
Unforgettable Natural Disasters (Teacher Created Material)
What Was Hurricane Katrina? (Robin Koontz)
What Was the San Francisco Earthquake? (Dorothy & Thomas Hoobler)

**Earthquakes & Volcanoes**
- DK Readers L4: Earthquakes and other Natural Disasters (Harriet Griffey)
- Disaster Strikes #1: Earthquake Shock (Marlane Kennedy)
- Disaster Strikes #4: Volcano Blast (Marlane Kennedy)
- Earthquakes: Let’s Read and Find Out (Franklyn Branley & Megan Lloyd)
- Earthquakes - Earth in Action (Mari Schuh)
- Everything Volcanoes and Earthquakes (Kathy Furgang)
- Natural Disasters Earthquake (Marion Dane Bauer)
- Natural Disasters Volcano (Marion Dane Bauer)
- Rocket’s Earthquake Safety Adventure (Rita Street)
- Sofie and Daniel Get Ready for Earthquakes (Lin Glen)
- Surviving the Volcano: Hear My Story (Sarah Eason)
- Tummy Rumble Quake: An Earthquake Safety Book (Heather Beal)
- What are Volcanoes (Earth Features) (Mari Schuh)
- Volcanoes - Earth in Action (Mari Schuh)

**First Responders and Emergency Workers**
- Disaster Relief: Heroic Jobs (Nick Hunter)
- Emergency Workers are on Their Way (Bobbie Kalman)
- Firefighting (Jack Gottschalk)
- Meet My Neighbor, The Paramedic (Marc Crabtree)
- Rescue Vehicles (Mari Schuh)
- Surviving the Wildfire: Hear My Story (Sarah Eason)
- The Red Cross (Katie Marsico)

**Floods & Tsunamis**
- Flood (Alvaro Villa)
- How to Survive a Flood (Kenny Abdo)
- Tsunamis: Earth in Action (Mari Schuh)
- Natural Disasters Flood (Marion Dane Bauer)
- Preparing for a Flood - English and Spanish Edition (Coral Martincavage)
- Surviving the Tsunami: Hear My Story (Sarah Eason)
- Tsunamis (Ann Squire)
- Weather - English and Spanish Edition (Coral Martincavage)
- What are Floods? (Mari Schuh)
Fires
Arthur’s Fire Drill (Marc Brown)
Fire Fire (Gail Gibbons)
Fire Safety in Action (Mari Schuh)
How to Survive a Fire (Kenny Abdo)
I Can be a Superhero During a Fire Drill (Rachel Tepfer Copeland)
Miss Mingo and the Fire Drill (Jamie Harper)
No Dragons for Tea (Jean Pendziwol)
Rocket’s Fire Safety Camp (Rita Street)
Surviving the Wildfire: Hear My Story (Sarah Eason)
The Berenstain Bears: Safe and Sound (Jan & Mike Berenstain)

Hurricanes
H is for Harvey (Julie Beasley)
Harvey Bear Gets Rescued (Aurora Margarita Gonzalez de Freire)
How to Survive a Hurricane (Kenny Abdo)
Hurricanes (Gail Gibbons)
Hurricane Katrina (Gail Tuchman)
Hurricane Katrina (Peter Benoit)
Hurricane Vacation (Heather Beal)
Hurricanes – Earth in Action (Mari Schuh)
Extreme Weather, Surviving Tornadoes, Sandstorms, Hailstorms, Blizzards,
Hurricanes, and More (Thomas Kostigen)
Oscar and Emma Weather a Hurricane (Terri Sabol)
Preparing for a Hurricane / Preparandonos para Un Huracán (Preparing for Severe
Surviving the Hurricane: Hear My Story (Sarah Eason)
If You Were a Kid Surviving a Hurricane (Josh Gregory)
What are Hurricanes? (Mari Schuh)

Meteorology
A Party or Clouds (Belinda Jensen)
A Snowstorm Shows Off (Belinda Jensen)
Chasing the Storm: Tornadoes, Meteorology, and Weather Watching (Ron Miller)
Down Comes the Rain (Franklyn Branley)
Freddy the Frogcaster (Janice Dean)
Freddy the Frogcaster and the Flash Flood (Janice Dean)
Freddy the Frogcaster and the Terrible Tornado (Janice Dean)
Freddy the Frogcaster and the Huge Hurricane (Janice Dean)
Freddy the Frogcaster and the Big Blizzard (Janice Dean)
Spinning Wind and Weather (Belinda Jensen)
The Sky Stirs Up Trouble (Belinda Jensen)
The Toy and the Twister (Gillian King-Cargile)
Weather (English and Spanish Edition) (Coral Martincavage)
Wow Weather (Paul Deanno)

**Pandemics**
- A Little Spot Stays Home (Diane Alber)
- Anna and the Germ that Came to Visit (Christianne Klein)
- Curious George Discovers Germs (H. A. Rey)
- Germs Are Not for Sharing (Elizabeth Verdick)
- Germs Make Me Sick (Melvin Berger)
- Gregory Dragon Stays In (Greg Sullivan)
- Keep Away from Germs (Taylyn Senec)
- Paula and the Pandemic (Dorothea Laurence)
- The Day the Lines Changed (Kelley Donner)
- Wash Your Hands (Margaret McNamara)
- What is Social Distancing (Lindsey Coker Luckey)

**Severe Weather**
- Disaster Strikes #3: Blizzard Night (Marlane Kennedy)
- Flash Crash Rumble and Roll (Franklyn Branley)
- Franklin and the Thunderstorm (Paulette Bourgeois)
- How to Survive a Blizzard (Kenny Abdo)
- Imagine If...I Could Calm a Storm (Kathy Speight & Camden Speight)
- Lions Leopards and Storms Oh My: A Thunderstorm Safety Book (Heather Beal)
- Preparing for a Blizzard - English and Spanish Edition (Coral Martincavage)
- Preparing for Severe Weather - English and Spanish Edition (Coral Martincavage)
- Thunder Trucks (Klein & Beebe)
- What are Blizzards? (Mari Schuh)
- What are Droughts? (Mari Schuh)
- What are Thunderstorms? (Mari Schuh)

**Tornadoes**
- Disaster Strikes #2: Tornado Alley (Marlane Kennedy)
- Elephant Wind: A Tornado Safety Book (Heather Beal)
- I Survived the Joplin Tornado (Lauren Tarshis)
- How to Survive a Tornado (Kenny Abdo)
- Otis and the Tornado (Loren Long)
- Preparing for a Tornado / Preparandonos para Un Tornado (Preparing for Severe Weather) (English and Spanish Edition) (Coral Martincavage)
- Tornado Alert (Wendy Scavuzzo)
- Tornado Trouble (Teacher Created Materials)
- Tornadoes (Gail Gibbons)
- Tornadoes – Earth in Action (Mari Schuh)
- Tornado Terror - I Survived –(Lauren Tarshis)
- What are Tornadoes? (Mari Schuh)
**Children’s Disaster Books in Foreign Languages**

**En Français**
Pas de dragon dans ma maison! (Jean Pendziwol)

**Em Português**
Elefante Ventania (Heather Beal)
Férias com Furacão (Heather Beal)
Quando a Terra Treme e Ronca (Heather Beal)
Leões, Leopards e Tempestades...minha nossa! (Heather Beal)

**En Español**
Cuando la Tierra Retumba y Se Mueve (Heather Beal)
El Elefante en el Salón (Alicia Stenard)
Leones, Leopards Y Tormentas, ¡Que Cosa! (Heather Beal)
Los Tornados (William B. Rice)
Preparing for a Blizzard - English and Spanish Edition (Coral Martincavage)
Preparing for a Flood - English and Spanish Edition (Coral Martincavage)
Preparing for Severe Weather - English and Spanish Edition (Coral Martincavage)
Rocket en una Adventura de Seguridad durante un Terremoto (Rita Street)
Tornados: El Clima (Grace Hansen & Maria Puchol)
Tornados y Hurricanes (Teacher Created Material)
Vacaciones con el Huracán (Heather Beal)
Viento Elefante (Heather Beal)
Volcanes/Volcanoes (Mari Schuh)
Weather - English and Spanish Edition (Coral Martincavage)